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This paper is devoted to characterize quasi-Frobenius rings via the 
condition: 
for every minimal ideal I (left and right) in A0 , where /10 is the basic subring 
of an Artinian ring A-and to get some applications using this condition. 
The particular form of this condition, for commutative rings, was studied 
by Bass in [2] using a result of Dieudonne [.?I. 
Some consequences are as follows. 
Let /l be a quasi-Frobenius ring with radical N of square zero and 
let /l/N be not a simple ring, then the center of (1 is a field. 
Let d/N2 be a quasi-Frobenius ring, where (1 is a local Artinian ring 
with radical N, then every ideal in (1 is two-sided and /l is a principal ideal 
ring; in particular n is a uniserial ring. 
Let /l/N2 be a quasi-Frobenius ring, where /l is a local Noetherian ring, 
then every ideal in fl is a two sided ideal, /1 is a principal ideal ring and, 
unless (1 is Artinian, it is an hereditary domain. The same results are valid 
for a local restricted quasi-Frobenius ring (1 that is not an Artinian ring 
and whose center is not a field. In particular if (1 is a local restricted quasi 
Frobenius ring, whose radical is not nilpotent, then its center is a regular 
local ring of dimension at most one and the classical quotient ring of A is a 
division ring. 
Thus it seems that this characterization is useful in the study of restricted 
quasi-Frobenius rings. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Definitions, notations and facts essential to this paper are listed in this 
section. 
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We assume that every ring has an identity, every ideal is a left ideal and 
every module over a ring A is a unitary left A-module, unless otherwise 
specified. 
Let A be a ring. We denote: by N the Jacobson radical of A, by A, the 
71 X n matrix ring over A. 
A A-module M is indecomposable i f f  its only direct summands are (0) 
and M. 
A module N is an essential extension of a submodule M provided every 
nonzero submodule of N has noruero intersection with M. I f  A is a ring and 
M a A-module then there exists an injective A-module E(M) which is an 
essential extension of M; E(M) is called the injective envelope of M. 
A finite set of elements in A, e, ,..., et , is a complete set of idempotents if 
for all ;,j = I,..., t, eiei = siiei , Ae, is an indecomposable A-module, and 
A = xi=, Aei ; & Ae, is called a complete decomposition for A. 
Let 
A = i ( 2 Ae,) 
i=l ji=l 
be a complete decomposition for A such that 
Aei,, = Aelcs, i f f  i = k. 
Set A0 = (en + eat + *** + e,i) A(e,, f  *.* + e,,). We refer to A0 as the 
basic subring of A and denote the Jacobson radical of A, by No . In case 
A = A0 we say that A is a basic ring. 
A ring A is quasi-Frobenius iff: (i) A has minimum condition on left ideals 
and (ii) A is injective as a left A-module. 
A quasi-Frobenius ring A is an Artinian ring in which every left (right) 
ideal is an annihilator ideal. 
A ring A is a restricted quasi-Frobenius ring i f f  A/I is a quasi-Frobenius 
ring for every nonzero two-sided ideal I. 
A ring A is a basic quasi-Frobenius ring i f f  A is both a basic ring and a 
quasi-Frobenius ring. 
A two-sided ideal P in A is a prime ideal if whenever a, b $ P then aAb $ P. 
A ring A is a prime ring i f f  (0) is a prime ideal. 
A ring A is local i f f  it has a unique maximal ideal that is both a maximal 
left and right ideal. 
A is called a left hereditary ring i f f  every left ideal is a projective A-module. 
A ring A is a primary ring i f f  it is isomorphic to a full ring of it x n matrices 
over a local Artinian ring. 
A ring A is semiprimary i f f  its radical N is nilpotent and the residue 
ring A/N is semisimple (Artinian). 
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A is called a left uniserial ring iff: (i) A is a left Artinian ring in which each 
principal indecomposable left ideal has a unique composition series as a left 
A-module and (ii) A is a direct product of finitely many primary rings. 
2. A CHARACTERIZATION OF QUASI-FROBENIUS RINGS 
In this section we are concerned with a characterization of quasi-Frobenius 
rings. We begin by proving some lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let I be a left direct summand of a left Noetherian ring A. If  I 
is an injective A-module and IA = A then Hom,(l, I) is a quasi-Frobenius ring. 
Proof. I is a left direct summand, thus 1 = Ae for some idempotent e in A. 
We may regard I as a left Horn&, I) module in the usual way. 
Set D = eAe, then D is a left Noetherian ring that is anti-isomorphic 
to Horn&, I). H ence it suffices to prove that D is a self-injective ring. Let A 
be some finitely generated left D-module. Since I = Ae, then, by [I], 
Theorem A2c, I is a right projective D-module. Since I is an injective 
A module and a projective D-module and Hom,(A, D) E Horn& 00 A, I), 
then HomD(A, D) is an exact functor for A and the lemma is proved. 
COROLLARY 2. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A is a quasi-Frobenius ring; 
(ii) for every idempotent e E A, eAe is a quasi-Frobenius ring if AeA = A; 
(iii) A0 is a quasi-Frobenius ring. 
Proof. (i) + (ii). Since eAe is anti-isomorphic to Homn(Ae, Ae), this 
follows from Lemma 1. 
(ii) + (iii). Obviously. 
(iii) a (i). It is well known that A, is quasi-Frobenius i f f  (Ao)n is 
quasi-Frobenius for every n. By the implication (i) + (ii) for (AO)n one gets, 
for a sufficiently large n, an idempotent e’ in (AO)lL such that (AO)n e’(Ao), = 
(/lO)n and e’(Ao)n e’ is ring-isomorphic to A. Therefore fl is a quasi-Frobenius 
ring. 
It is well-known that every component K of a quasi-Frobenius ring contains 
a unique minimal ideal 1, of which it is the injective envelope, i.e., K = E(I). 
LEMMA 3. Let A be a basic quasi-Frobenius ring. Then: 
(i) every minimal ideal I is two sided. 
(ii) I f  J is a minimal ideal that is isomorphic to I, then I = J. 
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Proof. (i) Let h be an element in (1. Let d = cle, + *** + fle, be a 
complete decomposition for /l, and let I be a minimal left ideal in cle, , such 
that A # 0. We have h = e,h + ... + e,/\. Since Ie, = *** = Ie, = 0 we can 
assume that X = eJ. Since the right annihilator of I is a maximal ideal, this 
readily implies I(e,N) = 0. Hence, from e,h = e,Xe, + ... + eihe, and 
e,he, E N, for i # 1, follows that I/\ C cle, . Since IX is minimal, being 
isomorphic to 1, since /let is an essential extension of the minimal ideal I, 
and since IX C fle, , it results that I = IX 
If we start with a minimal right ideal the proof will be similar. 
Let I be a minimal left ideal, it is also a minimal right ideal. Indeed if K 
is a minimal right ideal in I then it is a two sided ideal, hence K = I. 
(ii) Consider the following diagram. 
O-I-A0 
f 1 
J 
Since /l is quasi-Frobenius it follows that there exists a I\ in (1 such that 
f(i) = ih for ieI. Thus1 = IX = J. 
As a consequence we get the following. 
COROLLARY 4. Let A be a basic quasi-Frobenius ring and I a minimal ideal 
in A. If A is indecomposable then I2 = 0 or else A is a division ring. In any 
event, dimr.r,,m,(l,l)Homn(l, A) = 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 3 we have Homn(l, A) = Homn(l, I). Since Horn,@, 1) 
is a division ring, 1s # 0 would imply, by [7], that I is a projective ideal. 
I being a two-sided minimal ideal it follows that I is a (two-sided) direct 
summand. But A is indecomposable and this implies that A is a division ring. 
We remark that if A is a left Artinian ring, then /l is a semiprimary ring, 
thus every cl-module (left or right) contains a simple submodule. 
MAIN THEOREM (5). For a left Artinian ring A the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) for every minimal (left or right) ideal I in A, , 
(ii) if I is a minimal left ideal in (1, then dimHom,~(l,l~Hom,~(l,, (1,) = I 
and ev~y minimal right ideal is a two-sided ideal; 
(iii) A is a quasi-Frobenius ring. 
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Proof. (i) 3 (ii). We observe that the condition 
dimn,m,~(,,l)Hom,~(Z, Aa> = 1 
for a minimal left ideal Z implies that Z is a two-sided ideal. Thus we have that 
every minimal ideal is a two-sided minimal ideal. 
(ii) 3 (iii). It suffices to prove that /I, is a quasi-Frobenius ring. We 
shall prove, by induction on length of left ideals, that any map f  : M-+ A0 
for any left ideal M in (1, , is given by 
f(m) = m& V m E &I, for a suitable X E A0 . 
Set Z(K) to be the length of the left ideal K. 
If  Z(M) = 1, M is a minimal left ideal. Let 0 # m E M. Since M is also 
a minimal right ideal this implies M = mAO = /km. This readily implies 
that any map from M into /10 is given as desired. 
Assume that the result holds for any left ideal of length less than R, and 
let M be a left ideal of length k. 
For every h E (1, consider the exact sequence: 
O-K-M:L+0. 
Unless MA = 0 or Mh N M, it follows that Z(K), l(L) < h. Let f  be any 
map of M into /lo . By the induction there exists a X’ such that f  (m) = mX’ 
whenever m E K. Consider the map: g(m) = f  (m) - mh’; g : M -+ A0 
vanishes on K, thus there exists a h* E& such that g(m) = mM*. There- 
fore we have mhX* = f(m) - mh’ or f(m) = m(x’ + Xh*) for every m E M. 
If Mh = 0 or Mh Y M for every h in fl, then this readily implies that there 
exists an isomorphic ideal M’ to M such that Mh w M’ and M’NO = 0. 
It follows that M’ is a direct sum of minimal ideals. But for minimal ideals 
the desired result holds. This completes the proof. 
(iii) a (i). This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 4. 
Considering the going up and down between A and (1, we get the following. 
COROLLARY 6. A ring A is a quasi-Frobenius ring ifl 
(9 dimHom,m Horn&, Ae) < 1 for every minimal left ideal I and for 
every primitive idempotent e; 
(ii) every right component contains a unique minimal ideal; 
(iii) every simple left module is isomorphic to a left ideal. 
COROLLARY 7. A ring A is a quasi-Frobenius ring zJT every component 
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contains a unique minimal ideal and nonisomorphic components contain non 
isomorphic minimal ideals. 
I f  fl is a commutative ring this reduces to a theorem of Bass [2]. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
We start by considering quasi-Frobenius rings with radical of square zero, 
passing to Artinian rings, in particular to restricted quasi-Frobenius rings, 
to local Artinian rings and we end with Noetherian local rings that are 
restricted quasi-Frobenius rings. 
Let fl be a quasi-Frobenius ring with radical N of square zero. Then /lo 
is a quasi-Frobenius ring with radical N, of square zero. Assuming that il 
is indecomposable, fl, is indecomposable and one verifies that for every 
idempotent e E A0 , NOe # 0 unless II0 is a division ring. This follows from 
observing that if NOe = 0 then .&e is a two-sided minimal ideal, i.e. 
clOe = e/l0 and hence floe is a two sided direct summand. 
If  f10 is not local, let (1, = floe; + *.. + floe; be a complete decomposition 
for (1, . Since &e; contains a unique minimal ideal say Si = cloe;/NOei and 
since Hom,,(floej , SJ is zero for j # i, it follows that there exists a unique 
idempotent e: such that e:Noe; # 0. Proceeding now with e: , we get by in- 
duction that there is a unique order ei, ,..., eit [up to a cyclic permutation on 
(4 ,..., it)] where (ii ,..., it) is a permutation of (l,..., t) such that eiiNOe;j+l # 0 
for j = l,..., t (setting e:l+l = ei,). 
In particular we have that eNoe = 0, hence e/lOe is a division ring, for every 
primitive idempotent e. 
Hence we can assume, for the rest, that in the complete decomposition 
A = Ae, + .-f + A Oe, , eiNOei+, + 0 (setting e,,, = e,). 
PROPOSITION 8. Let A be a quasi-Frobenius ring with radical N of square zero 
such that A/N is not simple. Then the center of A is a$eld. 
Proof. Obviously it suffices to prove that the center of (1, is a field. 
Let x be any element in the center of d0 then x = erxei + be* etxet . Let 
x # 0, for instance erxei # 0. By the remarks made above there exist 
elements e,y,e, in (1, and e,y,e, in No so that e,xe,y,e, = e, and e,xe,y,es # 0 
thus esxea # 0. One proceeds in this way to get eixei # 0 for i = l,..., t 
and eixeiy,ei = ei . Hence x is invertible in r10 and, obviously, its inverse 
belongs to the center. This proves that the center is a field. 
Remark. One could suspect that if cl/N is simple, then its center would be 
a quasi-Frobenius ring. That this is not necessarily the case follows from the 
following example. 
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Let (1 be a subring of the 2 x 2 matrix algebra over the quaternions (over 
the real numbers). A matrix X belongs to II i f f  it is of the form 
where A, = Al = a + bi and 4 = pa + PG’ + p2j + p3k (a, b, pa , PI , P, , PS 
arbitrary real numbers). 
One verifies by straightforward computation that the center C of (1 consists 
of all matrices of the form 
CL1 = P3 = % P2 = B + yi (ol, /3, y  arbitrary real numbers). Finally, rl is 
a quasi-Frobenius ring and C is not. 
Hence we cannot say much as for the center of an Artinian ring. 
For the rest we study local rings that are restricted quasi-Frobenius rings. 
The commutative restricted quasi-Frobenius rings were discussed in full 
details by Levy [6], Faith [4], and Zaks [S]. 
We observe that if all residue rings A/I are Artinian, whenever 1 # 0 is a 
two sided ideal in the ring fl, then every prime ideal J in (1, J # 0, is a 
maximal ideal. 
Let /l be a semi-primary local ring with radical N and let /l/N2 be a quasi- 
Frobenius ring. Then by our main theorem, there exists an element n E N 
such that N = cln + N2 = n/l + N2. Since N is nilpotent one verifies that 
A = B + NA implies A = B; hence N = /la. = nA. Therefore N” = nnR: 
for all k and N”/N s+l is /l-simple for every s, as long as N” # 0. Hence rl is 
a principal ideal ring, in which every ideal is a two-sided ideal. In particular fl 
is a uniserial ring. This proves the following. 
THEOREM 9. Let A be a semi-primary local ring with radical N. The 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A/N2 is a quasi-Frobenius ring; 
(ii) A/I is a quasi-Frobenius ring for every two-sided ideal I in A; 
(iii) A is a principal ideal ring. 
Remark. If  N2 = 0 then A/I is a quasi-Frobenius ring whenever I # 0 
i f f  N is the direct sum of at most two minimal two-sided ideals. 
Now let A be a local ring with radical N. If  A/I is an Artinian ring, whenever 
I # 0 is a two-sided ideal in A, then one obtains (unless A is an Artinian ring) 
that A is a prime ring, or else Ns = 0. 
481/10/z-8 
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LEMMA 10. Let I # 0 be a two-sided ideal in a restricted quasi-Frobenius 
local ring A; then there exists a natural number k such that I = Nk, if N2 # 0. 
Proof. A/1 is a quasi-Frobenius ring, thus Nj C 1, for some integer j. 
I f  Nj = I then take k = j. 
I f  Nj = 0 then the result follows from Theorem 9, since N2 # 0. 
Otherwise, 0 # Nj C I. Since A/Nj is a quasi-Frobenius ring, we have by 
Theorem 9 that I/Ni*= N”/Nj, thus there exists a number k such that 
i+Nj=Nk,but13Njhencef=Nk. 
Our main theorem implies the following. 
PROPOSITION 11. Let A be a restricted quasi-Frobenius local ring. If N is not 
nilpotent, then the center C of A is a princspal ideal domain. 
Proof. Unless C is a field N n C # 0. Obviously C is a local domain. 
If  x E C n N then Ax = Nk and Ax n C = C3c; let hx E C then &.x) = (&)p 
implies that (pLh - &)x = 0 for every p E (1. Unless ,uX - +L = 0 this 
contradicts that (1 is a prime ring. Thus hx E Cx if f  h E C. Since C is local its 
maximal ideal is generated by a single element and also every ideal is principal. 
Since A is a prime ring, C is a domain (xy = 0, xhy = xyX = 0). 
PROPOSITION 12. Let A be a local ring which is not Artinian. Then 
N = Am = mA for some m E Nprovided that either of the following hold: 
(pr) A/N2 is a quasi-Frobenius ring and A is a right and left Noetherian 
ring, or 
(p2) A is a restricted quasi-Frobenius ring, its center is not a field, and 
A/N2 is a quasi-Frobenius ring. 
Proof. Under each of the conditions (pr) or (p2), N = Am + N2 for some 
m in N. The result will follows from the lemma of Nakayama once we know 
that N is a finitely generated left (right) module. Thus, unless A is Noetherian, 
we have N=Am+N2=Am+N(Am+N~)=Am+N3=**~=Am+Nk= 
Am + Ax for a suitable x in C. Therefore N is a finitely generated left module. 
In a similar way one gets that N is a finitely generated right-module hence 
N = Am = mA. We observe that: Ni = Am” = miA and ni Ni = 0. 
If  N is nilpotent then necessarily A is an Artinian ring since 
A3 N3 ...r) NW30 
is a Jordan-Holder series. 
COROLLARY 13. Let A be a local restricted quasi-Frobenius ring. If A satisJies 
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either of the conditions (pi) or (ps), then A is either an Artinian ring, or else 
a domain. 
Proof. Let x, y E A. If xy = 0, then x = rmi and y = s& for r, s in- 
vertible in A. Since mis = urni, we have rmismi = 0 and (ru)(mi+j) = 0. 
But (YU) is invertible and therefore m i+i = 0. Hence N is nilpotent and the 
lemma is proved. 
Hence, if (1 is a local ring with property (pi) or (ps), then II is a Noetherian 
principal ideal ring, in which every ideal is a twosided ideal, and either /1 is 
Artinian or else it is a domain, We get the following. 
COROLLARY 14. Let A be a local restricted quasi-Frobenius ring that satisjies 
either of the conditions (pi) OY (ps). Then A is an Artinian ring OY else 
l.gl. dim A < 1. 
Proof. Unless A is an Artinian ring it follows that every left ideal is 
principal and A contains no zero divisors. Hence A M Ah for every h E A 
and every ideal is projective. By a well known theorem of Kaplansky [5J 
l.gl. dim A < 1. 
We observe that if A has property (ps) and is not an Artinian ring, then it is 
left and right Noetherian and 
l.gl. dim A = r.gl. dim A < 1. 
Finally we observe that if A is a local ring that is not Artinian and A satisfies 
either of the conditions (pl) or (p.J then A is a Noetherian domain, hence 
an Ore ring and thus has a division ring of quotients. 
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